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Abstract
Due to genomic and epigenetic instability of cancer cells, inter-patient and intra-patient heterogeneity in tumors creates formidable challenges in understanding mechanisms of disease and identifying optimal treatments. Single-cell analytic methods are required to address these challenges; and these methods are especially in an advantageous position when only a few cells are available, such as circulating tumor cells (CTCs). I developed a contamination-free high-throughput single-cell transcriptome sequencing platform and successfully analyzed 666 CTCs from 21 breast cancer patients. With one order of magnitude more CTCs analyzed than previous studies, we identified distinct CTC subpopulations with potential implications for directing treatment. Using my expertise in micro-fabrication and automation, I developed high-throughput (thousands of data points per chip) micro-systems for single-cell analyses, by which I characterized cancer cell migration and engulfment of stromal cells on-chip and established its association with cancer metastasis. In addition to functional studies, I applied machine learning techniques to correlate cellular morphological features with cell migration and cancer drug response. Machine made significantly better predictions than experienced researchers, and I found novel morphological features facilitating breakthroughs in mechanistic understanding of cell migration. The integrated functional, transcriptome, and morphological single-cell analyses augmented with machine learning will change how we understand cancer and ultimately improve the outcomes for patients.
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